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Abstract 

The most challenging field of concern these days is energy conservation in various 

applications. Energy crisis led a way to green computing and green computing needs an 

efficient redesign of algorithms and mechanisms to meet the desired energy efficiency. 

Green IT is a study and practice which can reduce energy consumption significantly. In 

this paper various efficient energy saving Green IT methods are discussed. As cloud 

computing has become a fast emerging technology this days, some energy saving strategy 

for cloud computing has also been discussed in the paper. Most of the IT sector energy 

consumption happens in data centers. Virtual Machine migration an emerging energy 

aware technology used in data centers is also discussed in the paper. Finally some power 

conserving matrix parameters are given importance. 
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1. Introduction 

Energy saving has become a primary issue because of economic, environmental 

and marketing aspects of energy in every field. This concern has a strong influence 

on the information and communication technology sector, electronics designers and 

more specifically the networking field etc. Networking infrastructure and Data -

centers involves high-performance and high-availability machines. Therefore they 

contain high energy-consuming powerful devices which require air conditioning to 

sustain their normal operation. Research says Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) industry constitutes 2% of global total CO2 emissions and 3% of 

global energy expenditure from the energy and environmental point of view [1]. 

Data centers consume maximum energy in ICT [2]. The network infrastructure of a 

data centre consumes nearly 30% of the total power consumption used for 

computation which is basically composed of links and switches. The energy 

consumption of a link depends on its capacity rather than directly its utilization. 

Total power consumption by data centre in 2012 was around 38 Giga Watt (GW) [3] 

which can fulfils the energy requirements of all residential households of United 

Kingdom if it would have been utilized properly. This is around 63% more than the 

power consumption of 2011 [4]. The main sources of power Consumption in a data 

centre are cooling, computing resources, and network elements, where cooling 

constitutes 40% of the total energy consumption in a data centre. As Cloud 

computing becomes more scattered, these increasing data storage and computation 

needs raise the energy consumption of their large infrastructures [5]. That’s why 

energy consumption has become a main factor in designing modern Cloud 

environment. Greening...”Our Common Future", a report issued by the World 

Commission on Environment and Development in 1987 proposed the basic concepts 

of "sustainable development”. Immediately this idea was recognized by general 

environmentalists, social activists, economists and the international community [6], 
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[7]. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [8], in 1992 launched 

consumer Energy Star plan, which was designed to reduce energy consumption and 

decrease Greenhouse gas emissions caused by power usage 

Basically Green Computing can be studied in two aspects: software technology 

and hardware technology [9, 10, 11]. Borah et al., have describes various power 

saving strategies for greening cellular base stations [12]. Software technology 

includes lots of aspects, design methods to enhance program efficiency, reduce 

storage space and save energy, offers computing modes such as High Performance 

Computing, Distributed Computing and Cloud Computing etc. In the hardware side 

technologies are adopted to reduce energy consumption, CO2 emissions, and can 

increase economic efficiency and recycling technology. At the same time, Human-

being engineers can afford technical support to the cause. Thus greening cloud 

computing become a key issue in field of computer base journey. 

Li et al., [13] has proposed an optimized cost model for calculating total cloud 

utilization cost. Innovative interconnect technology is one another such prime 

approach for e. g., three dimensional stacking technology [14]. It uses CMP (chip 

multiprocessor architecture) which greatly reduces power consumption. Pico Server 

[15] is one such architecture that utilizes 3D technology to join several simple slow 

processor cores with multiple DRAM dies that form the primary memory. Power 

efficient data transfer between processor to processor or processor to memory or 

processor to input-output (I/O) have been given in [16] for diminishing power 

requirements of a server. 

The comparison of adaptive link rate and sleep mode for wired networks is 

studied in [17] where the authors explained the design and evaluation of forms of 

power management schemes that reduce the networks energy consumption .The first 

is by taking ideal network components to sleep mode and secondly adjust the 

network operation rate based on offered workload. This result show 50% energy 

saving for lightly utilized networks (10 - 20%). Heller et al., in [18] proposed a 

dynamic power management scheme named Elastic Tree for data centre network. It 

determines the set of active network elements such as switches and links 

dynamically. For testing author implemented Elastic Tree on Open Flow [19] 

switches. The results showed up to 50% of network energy. In [20] Mahadevan et 

al., proposed an energy aware algorithm for data centre networks, where author 

consider sleep modes for components of network devices rather than completely 

putting the network device into sleep mode.  

Fisher et al., in his research proposed turning off individual cables and Network 

Interface Cards (NICs) rather than links [21], because the links in core networks are 

“bundles” of multiple physical cables and line cards. Here authors proposed three 

heuristics Fast Greedy Heuristic, Exhaustive Greedy Heuristic, and Bi-level Greedy 

Heuristic to solve the problems occurred. The energy savings of the heuristics are 

very close to each other but differ in running time. Using Abilene traffic data, 

authors saved 79% energy for bundles of five cables in each link.  

A cross study in [22] by Kliazovich et al., proposed DENS a network-awaked 

methodology while making energy efficient scheduling in data centres. DENS 

method tries to minimize the energy consumption by scheduling jobs to computing 

resources according to best fit algorithm, while taking into account load level and 

the communication potential of the network components. Its main objective is to 

avoid congestion while minimizing the number of computing servers to meet the 

strict QoS requirements of jobs while slightly increasing the energy consumption. 

In 2006, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), under the operation of the 

United States Green Electronics Council, formally adopted Standard No. 1680 of the 

American Association of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) [9], and 
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implemented EPEAT certification system, which was used to certify electronic products 

by checking its environmental impact during their life cycle. 

 

2. Some Energy Conserving Strategies 
 

2.1. Use Renewable Energy Sources 

All datacenters of clouds maximum time use generator to provide backup power 

and with data center CO2 dissipation and also GHGs. Instead of it renewable energy 

sources such as hydro energy, wind energy, solar energy should be sued to generate 

electricity for fulfilling the power requirement and cooling requirement of data 

center to save energy and environment form pollution. Because only Google data 

centers around the world continuously draw almost 260 million watts which is about 

a quarter of the output of a nuclear power plant.  

 

2.2. Nano Data Centers 

Increased concern over energy consumption in modern typical data centers, a 

new, distributed computing platform called Nano Data Centres (NaDa) is preferred. 

NaDa provides computing and storage services and adopts a managed peer-to-peer 

model to form a distributed data centre infrastructure. Instead of few large data 

centres it consists of large number of geographically distributed nano data centres 

which are of smaller in sized, interconnected and spread along the network edges.  

In energy consumption VoD access model data access from NaDa saves at least 20% 

to 30% of the energy compared to traditional data centres [23]. Energy consumed in 

various parts of data centre is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Energy Consumed in Various Parts of Datacenter 

2.3. By using Energy Efficient Storage 

Storage of cloud should be replaced by energy efficient storages components. As 

the life time of a data centre is limited up to 9 to 10 years, so while renovating 

existing data centre developer should has to use energy efficient memory for e.g., 

solid state storage and other updated efficient storage devices. Solid state storage 

has no moving mechanical component as hard disk drive because of which it 

requires less cooling as compared to hard disk drive, causes less energy requirement 

for cooling. 
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2.4. By reducing CPU Power Dissipation 

Processor consumes electrical energy in form of charging for its operation, for its 

switching devices and for cooling of transistors and numerous chips. It also 

dissipates this energy in surroundings in the form of heat. By adapting free cooling 

this power dissipation can be reduced. 

 

2.5. By using Advance Clock Gating 

Clock gater is a hardware switch to activate and deactivate the clock pulse. The 

clock of a logic block must be activated only when the logic block is doing some 

work and must be turned off when logic block is in ideal mode. This popular 

technique has been used in many synchronous circuits but it can also be used in 

globally asynchronous and locally synchronous circuits [24] for reducing dynamic 

power dissipation. 

 

2.6. By Reducing Cooling Requirements 

Previously cooling was done by mechanical refrigerator that takes service of 

compressor inside the data centre or externally chilled water is  supplied to main air 

handler for the cooling its IT equipment. Now free cooling system is developed to 

optimize the power requirement of cooling instead of mechanical cooling.  This 

newly adopted technique says if the air temperature of outside world is below or at 

the critical point, then the mechanical refrigerator can provide direct or indirect 

cooling by itself. It does not reduce the required fan energy for cooling it only 

eliminates the need of mechanical cooling energy. 

 

2.7. By Saving Strategy of Hardware Temperature Control 

Hardware temperature control energy saving strategy includes two aspects: one is 

to computer hardware (such as servers, storage medium, etc.) and cooling measures, 

another is temperature control mechanism for processor, storage hardware and its 

temperature shock. Some scholars have carried out extensive research in this regard, 

such as the blade server system, Solid State Disk (SSD) storage space, IBM's 

"electron spin" storage technology, APC "thermal channel sealing system" and so 

on. When upper application of load and operation characteristics changed, the 

processor and other hardware may be caused temperature raise. Therefore, energy 

consumption rising problem is produced. It became necessary thermal sensor 

technology around the hardware for real-time monitoring and dynamic intelligent 

cooling to hardware based on the monitoring results. 

On the other hand, large ICT companies like Google displaced their server farms 

to the banks of the Columbia River to take advantage of the energy offered by the 

nearby hydroelectric power plants. The river water flow may in addition be used 

within the cooling systems, as experimented by Google [25] and it also take the 

advantage of cold environment of the river bank in the cooling prospective. In Tent 

and Marlow projects [26] an alternative cooling system is investigated by Microsoft 

by leaving servers in the open air so that heating dissipates more easily [27].  

 

2.8. Server Consolidation 

In most of the time one physical server uses only less than 10% of total CPU 

utilization. So it is better to consolidate several roles in a single physical server i.e. 

migrating server roles from different underutilized physical servers onto virtual 

machines. This reduces total number of hardware and energy consumption. 
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2.9. By using Energy Saving for Computer Architecture 

Cloud computing is consist of a set of large number of computers. Heterogeneous 

computer is consisting of multiple processors which are relatively independent 

processors of different type. In such systems using the generally used processors as 

the main control unit and other special purpose processors as the accelerating unit 

gives an efficient energy consumption ratio. Fast Array and Wimpy Nodes (FAWN) 

is a cluster system with low power consumption capability proposed by David 

Andersen, Carnegei Mellon University, for large scale data intensive applications 

[28]. 

 

2.10. Energy Saving Strategy for Compiling Technology 

Optimization of compiler technology also takes a major role in energy saving 

activity. A better compilation technology optimizes the application technology as 

well as helps analysing the behaviours of application programs to minimize the 

system or processor operation power consumption.  A model is proposed by Zhao 

Rongcai in [29] which is used to reduce the execution frequency to reduce the power 

consumption by multithreading system structure. 

 

2.11. Energy Saving Strategy of Application Software Power 

With the application of some method to the source program structure level it is 

possible to optimize software power. For example cycle structure optimization 

techniques have been reaslized in the compiler and it gives a good power 

optimization result [29]. Application software power consumption strategy focuses 

on the reduction of space complexity and time complexity of the algorithm to reduce 

the system power. This can be achieved by implementing some effective algorithms 

viz. compression data storage space etc. which reduces repeated calculation and 

redundancy of the algorithm. 

 

2.12. Energy Saving Strategy of System Software 

This strategy includes energy efficient scheduling between nuclear, equipment resource 

management and dynamic energy consumption management of operating system. The 

former represents an energy efficient scheduling method in poly nuclear system. Wang 

Jing analyzed thread scheduling strategy and resource classification mechanism for 

reducing resource contention and discussed the possible future research direction of 

development [30]. The equipment resource management maintains an optimal 

environment for all the individual computing elements. Dynamic energy consumption 

refers to the operating system dynamically manipulates the system unit to obtain 

minimum power consumption without degrading the task assigned to be performed. 

 

2.13. Energy Saving Strategy of Virtual Machine Manager 

This strategy draws in it these aspects: Energy management in interface support, 

in framework and desk-top class virtual machine and many more. Stoess in [31] 

proposed a framework for energy management in virtualized server. Some major 

area of research in cloud computing to manage energy consumption are model of 

energy management and task scheduling strategy among operating systems, virtual 

machine manager and upper application of hardware. 

 

2.14. Live Migration of Virtual Machine (VM) 

Live migration is nothing but moving a running VM from one host to another. It 

provides various benefits to data centers such as load balancing, power management 
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and transparent IT maintenance. The cost of this kind of live migration is affected 

by some parameters [32]. Parameters related to physical machine is resource 

utilization of source and host systems. The available average network bandwidth 

between source and target host is also a parameter in the migration of VM. In 

addition to live migration of VM green cloud architecture switches off the 

underutilized servers to meet minimum power consumption without losing quality of 

service. 

 

2.15. Energy Saving Strategy of Network Environment 

Cloud computing is a networked platform. So, by applying some energy 

management strategy a quite good result can be obtained. Energy management in 

network protocols and algorithm is the focal point of this strategy. A large number 

of network protocols and algorithms do not meet the requirement of energy saving. 

Some such protocols are viz. TCP, CSMA/CD, and CSMA/CA in wireless network. 

Moreover, in the literature works on adaptive link rate and sleep modes. The 

adaptive link rate methods dynamically adjust the data rate of the links according to 

the traffic requirements. Another way sleep mode technique achieves energy saving 

by turning off the component or switch to sleep mode of a subset of idle 

components. At the same time the remaining active elements should still sati sfy the 

fluctuating requirements. However the QoS requirements should be satisfied and 

fault tolerance should be completely avoided. 

 

2.16. Task Consolidation for Efficient Energy Consumption 

The task consolidation means assigning a set of n tasks to a set  r of cloud 

resources without violating the time constraint to minimize energy consumption. 

The author in [33] described that the energy consumed by a task can be calculated 

from the information of its processing time and processor utilization. For a given  

resource ri at any given time the utilization is defined as:  

 

 

 

Where, n = number of task running at that time and uij = resources used by a task. 

The assignment of task to a resource must be very carefully handled. Because a 

task which requires 70% resource utilization cannot be assigned to a resource which 

is associated with only 50% resource utilization at the time of the task arrival. The 

energy saving can also be met using slack reclamation with the support of dynamic 

voltage/frequency scaling (DVFS). The DVFS technique enables energy 

consumption by lowering the voltage and sacrificing the speed of the system. Some 

energy efficient task consolidation algorithms are Energy Consolidation and Task 

Consolidation (ECTC) and Maximum Utilization (MaxUtil). 

 

3. Conclusion 

We have analyzed various energy saving strategies in data centers and cloud 

computing environment. Various energy effective strategies should be implemented 

in data centers to make an eco-friendly data centers. Cloud computing is effective 

only if energy consumed in servers are saved. Task consolidation especially in cloud 

computing has become an important approaches to streamline resource use and 

improve energy efficiency. Energy saving strategies saves a sufficient amount of 

power and of course cut down the cloud footprint. 
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